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When you're considering signing up with DreamHost, then this text will give you some helpful background information on
this common website hosting company. Particularly, we'll have a look at how Dreamhost does enterprise, the small print
of their most popular internet hosting package deal, and eventually, how good their customer support service is.
Let's start with some background information. Firstly, Dreamhost was founded in 1996 by undergraduate students from
California. This implies Dreamhost has been round for while - and is not new to the web hosting business.
In actual fact, they're one of many largest internet hosts today. In keeping with current surveys, they host around seven
hundred,000 domains. Nearly all of these domains are hosted on their shared hosting package.
This hosting package is among the leading offers in the industry. It provides unlimited add-on domains, limitless mySQL
databases, as well as limitless switch bandwidth and internet space. This package deal fits the vast majority of
consumers, however they also provide devoted internet hosting if required.
This bundle comes with a ninety seven day a reimbursement guarantee, which means you may get a whole refund when
you're not proud of the service. Nonetheless, you'll be able to only use this guarantee should you paid with credit score
card.
One other function of Dreamhost is their distinctive custom control panel. It is a very intuitive and straightforward-to-use
feature, but should you're coming form one other internet host you may miss the usual cPanel administration.
Dreamhost are recognized for his or her unusual transparency concerning their business practices. This was notably
obvious with the billing concern of January 2008, where many purchasers have been mistakenly overcharged because of
a computing error.
The corporate was very forthcoming about their errors, and tried exhausting to rectify them - even paying attainable bank
fees some clients had, out of their own pocket. Some people were displeased with the comedian nature used to
announce the error, however.
Lastly, we come to the assist service provided by Dreamhost. The primary approach to contact them is via the assist
ticket system, as they do not provide phone help (aside from a restricted name-back service which prices extra).
Response occasions are usually very quick, usually inside 6-12 hours. Additionally they have an intensive Dreamhost
wiki which incorporates the solutions to many problems you may be having.
In conclusion, Dreamhost are one of the best shared net hosts round, and you would be hard pressed to find a higher
alternative. If you happen to're not eager on their customized web panel or their light-hearted, humorous method of
communicating with clients through their publication or blogs, then they is probably not for you.
And before you signup for Dreamhost, use our MAXSAVECODE Dreamhost coupons for additional savings. The
Dreamhost coupons can save you a good $50 off your entire hosting bill. We've tested and verified the Dreamhost
coupons and it's verified to be 100% working.
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